
Introduction

The technological applications of shape memory alloys

(SMA) are based on their martensitic transformation,

i.e., a thermoelastic phase transition between meta-

stable phases [1, 2], with some particularities [3]. In

applications, the design imposes well specified condi-

tions (working temperatures, amount and rate of defor-

mation, number of cycles, expected lifetime, etc.), that

are to be fitted by the corresponding behavior of the

SMA. In particular, their use as dampers in Civil Engi-

neering requires some particular conditions i.e., that

the yearly room temperature effects and, also, the

self-heating actions produced on cycling (Fig. 1) have

to be taken into account via an appropriate simulation

of the damper inside the structure, at least for the ex-

treme conditions. In fact when the transformation rate

remains under 1 Hz and the strain does not overcome

3.5% (in a CuAlBe wire of 3.4 mm of diameter) the

local temperature change induced by self-heating is

close to 15 K [4]. A similar value is obtained for NiTi

wire of smaller diameter (2.46 mm). Since the stress

induced martensitic transformation follows the

Clausius–Clapeyron equation, important changes in

the transformation–retransformation stresses take

place due to self-heating [4]. The particular conditions

of SMA behaviour, and its relation to previous applied

thermodynamic forces (temperature and stress), their

microstructure, and some difficulties associated to the

measurement of properties and establishment of rules

of behavior and appropriate simulation for design pur-

poses has been studied recently [5–8].
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Fig. 1 Effects of cycle-rate and amplitude in self-heating asso-

ciated to ‘fast’ cycling for a – CuAlBe and b – NiTi.

The spread of the points is due to poor electrical con-

tact induced by sample movement
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In the application domain, generally poly-

crystalline materials are used, interaction among

grains is high, and a rough approach to the coefficient

(i.e., 10%) is considered satisfactory. Also, the inter-

action between martensite and grain boundaries facil-

itates, in Cu-based alloys, the accumulation of para-

sitic permanent deformation via stabilized martensite

and, also, plastic deformation. In fact, for damping at

relative higher frequencies (i.e. up to 1 Hz) the

self-heating, the fatigue, the accumulative permanent

deformation (the ‘SMA creep’ [7]) and the eventual

seasonal (summer–winter) effects modify the alloy

behavior and cannot be avoided.

Also, it can be found a wide spread of the

Clausius–Clapeyron coefficient (CCC or �CC) for the

case of NiTi alloys: The reported values range from 4

to 20 MPa K
–1

[2, 9], indicating difficulties in cor-

rectly defining the thermodynamic magnitudes in

polycrystalline materials. It can be stated that a too

large span of the CCC values exist for NiTi alloys.

In this paper (paper VI in a series about meta-

stable effects on martensitic transformation in SMA

and in SMA properties influencing the applications

possibilities), the formalism of the CCC, in the frame

of equilibrium thermodynamics, is considered. In this

frame, the thermodynamic conditions for the phase

coexistence in one 1-D transformation are established

and visualized in practical comparison with the exper-

imental measurements. The experimental procedures

are revisited according to the thermodynamic point of

view, and the origin of some difficulties are pointed

out. Also, an experimental approach for CCC evalua-

tion in CuAlBe and in NiTi is suggested.

CCC in solid to solid phase transition

The Clausius–Clapeyron relationship provides the ba-

sic link between external force or stress and tempera-

ture, along the equilibrium line of the martensitic

transformation. The thermodynamics of pseudoelastic

shape memory alloys has been treated in detail by

several authors [10–13]. The main aspects of the ther-

modynamic formalisms are reviewed in the following

to highlight the origin of some difficulties.

To determine the formal expression of the

Clausius–Clapeyron relationship, a reversible thermo-

elastic martensitic transformation of a homogeneous

part of a material, in only one dimension and at con-

stant volume is considered. The nucleation and any

other irreversible contributions are neglected. Using a

rod of one mole (molar volume Vp in parent phase)

with initial longitude xp, appropriate cross section Ap

(Vp=Apxp) and operating close to the coexistence zone,

it allows to perform a differential cycle (Fig. 2). The

cycle is described in the neighbors of the phase transi-

tion, basically changing the length from xp (rod in par-

ent phase) to xm with a deformation �x xm=xp+�x (rod

in martensite phase) in the frame of strictly ‘1-dimen-

sional single variant transformation’.

The cycle described by the material (1–2–3–4–1),

starts at the point 1 at temperature T and external force

fext. Starting with the sample transformed in martensite

(point 1), the four elementary paths are:

• 1�2: at constant force and temperature the com-

plete retransformation (martensite to parent) is per-

formed. The length of the sample rod changes from

xm to xp. Using the latent heat at constant force

(�hm�p) in J m
–3

the quantity of absorbed heat

(Q1�2>0) reads,

Q1�2=Vp�hm�p (1)

• 2�3: an elementary adiabatic and reversible process

is realized. The changes in the external coordinates

are dfext and dT with negative value and the changes

in length are of second order (the transformation im-

plies a finite change in length). The elementary pro-

cess can be represented via one straight line.

• 3�4: at constant force the transformation is practi-

cally achieved. The length recovers the initial value

xm.

• 4�1: via an elementary adiabatic and reversible

path (also one straight line) the sample recovers the

initial state.

The elementary cycle is equivalent to an elemen-

tary Carnot cycle in, for instance, the liquid-gas equi-

librium. In the coexistence zone the intrinsic pseudo-

elasticity is not considered and the lines at constant

force also remain at constant temperature. The cycle

is similar to a Carnot cycle with only two isotherms

and two adiabatic paths. The work realized on the sys-

tem in a general path (for instance the path 1�2) in-

cludes the hydrostatic and the SMA contributions,

�W1�2=pextdVext+fextdxext (2)
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Fig. 2 SMA: an approach to Clausius–Clapeyron equation via

an elementary and reversible cycle in the coexistence

zone. A – outline of the cycle steps in external force

(fext) vs. sample length (x). 1–2–3–4 equilibrium states:

respectively martensite, parent, after an elementary adi -

abatic cooling and near martensite state at T–dT.

B – Working cycle in external force (fext) vs. length in

the coexistence zone



At constant volume the hydrostatic work is zero

and the external work in the complete cycle is the

cycle area outlined in Fig. 2B. The net work (�Wcycle),

realized from the surroundings to the system in the

elementary process 1�2�3�4�1 reads,

�Wcycle=–dfext�xext (3)

The work released by the material (�W
cycle

�

) in

these reversible process is,

�W
cycle

�

=–�Wcycle>0 (4)

and the Q1�2 absorbed at ‘high’ temperature (T) can

be related to the efficiency in the Carnot cycle. In the

actual configuration reads,

�W
cycle

�

/Q1�2=dT/T (5)

Using Eq. (3) in (5):

�W
cycle

�

/Q1�2=dfext�x /Vp�hm�p=dT/T (6)

The force vs. temperature dependence in the co-

existence zone (CCC) reads:

(dfext/dT)coex=(Vp�hm�p)/(T�x ) (7)

Defining the mechanical stress �, the deforma-

tion 	, (as the classical engineering values) and the

molar entropy �S
m�p

change from martensite to par-

ent, respectively, by

�=fext/Ap; 	=�x/xp; �S
m�p

=Vp�hm�p/T

The Clausius–Clapeyron coefficient

�CC=(d�/dT)coex is given by:

(d�/dT)coex=�S
m�p

/(	Vp) (8)

The Clausius–Clapeyron equation in terms of �

and 	 is the appropriated formalism for single crystal

representation in, for instance, CuZnAl single inter-

face transformation. However the �CC coefficient

given by Eq. (8) depends on the crystallographic ori-

entation of the single crystal, therefore it is more con-

venient to define a specific CCC in terms of the criti-

cal resolved shear stress to transform (
) and the shear

strain associated to the transformation (�tr):

(d
/dT)coex=�S
m�p

/(�trVp) (9)

In single crystals, 	tr=��tr and 
=��, where � is

the Schmid factor [12, 14].

In polycrystalline materials, the previous expres-

sion should be averaged over all the grain orientations

of the transformed volume. Then, grain boundaries,

grain size and the texture of the sample influences the

obtained value for (d�/dT)coex. Moreover, poly-

crystalline shape memory materials exhibit a complex

hysteretical behavior in the pseudoelastic range,

namely, large hysteresis, transformation stress depend-

ing on the amount of transformation (inclined

stress-strain cycles), residual deformation and strong

evolution of these parameters on cycling. In addition,

the stress-strain curve depends on the cycling strain

rate due to the self-heating. The latter depends on the

latent heat (stress dependent) and on the coefficients of

heat transfer to the surroundings. The occurrence of

these irreversible processes makes more difficult to ap-

ply the formalism of equilibrium thermodynamic, par-

ticularly in assigning a CCC to the transformation

stress–temperature curves. This is reflected in the wide

spread of the CCC for the case of martensitic transfor-

mation in NiTi alloys (and the parasitic R-phase contri-

bution): The reported �CC have values ranging from 4

to 20 MPa K
–1
[2, 9], indicating the difficulties in cor-

rectly defining the thermodynamic magnitudes.

From an experimental point of view in poly-

crystalline materials, an average value of (d�/dT)coex

can be established from series of cycles performed at

different temperatures, measuring the stresses needed

to achieve a given degree of transformation. This, in

fact, expresses the knowledge of the material behavior

needed to design a practical device which can work in

a domain of temperatures and stresses. The evaluation

of the d�/dT value need to be carried out very care-

fully, i.e., avoiding the parasitic deformation effects in-

duced by thermal expansion and by Young modulus, as

well as any permanent deformation and fatigue effects.

The appropriate models would use the experimental

approach to d�/dT but, now, their thermodynamic

meaning (i.e. with the latent heat) may be not straight-

forward. In polycrystalline samples, no homogeneous

situation is achieved by applying stresses, and, in fact,

optical micrographs (Fig. 3) show the appearance of

martensite localized at the grain boundaries. As the

inhomogeneities change with stress and degree of

transformation, some difficulties may arise on the ther-

modynamic significance of the �CC.

Another important fact to be considered in the

applications of shape memory materials is related to

the latent heat associated to the martensitic transfor-

mation. In stress induced transformation the latent

heat depends on the applied stress. Assuming that the

heat capacities and the thermal expansion coefficients
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Fig. 3 Optical micrographs for a polycrystalline sample of

CuAlBe under constant stress (40 MPa) on cooling:

state at a – 261.8, b – 258 K. The height of the micro-

graphs corresponds to 0.25 mm



are nearly equal for the parent and martensite phases,

the heat per unit volume (q
p�m

) delivered by the spec-

imen on transforming is given by [11, 12]

q
p�m

=�h
ch

p m�

–�	tr (10)

where �h
ch

p m�

is the chemical enthalpy change for �=0.

Thus in a dynamical process, the self-heating of the

specimen in the transformation path will depend on the

applied stress among other factors, like the deforma-

tion ratio and the heat exchange with the surroundings.

Experimental

The analysis is centered on CuAlBe wire (composi-

tion Al 11.5 mass%, Be 0.5 mass%, Cu balance) pro-

vided by Trefimetaux (France) and in NiTi wire from

Special Metals (USA). In CuAlBe, the polycrystalline

samples are homogenized in beta phase at 1123 K at

least for 30 min followed by a quench in water at

293 K. Subsequently the samples are aged at 373 and

323 K. This treatment produces, for the wires of

3.4 mm of diameter used, a beta phase with grains

near 1 mm in size and an increased resistance to creep

[7]. The Ti–50.7 at% Ni (Ti–55.8 mass% Ni) wires

were furnished by Special Metals (USA) [15]. Wires

of 2.46 mm were used, with a ‘straight annealing’

treatment done by the furnisher, in order to obtain

pseudoelastic behavior. The wires were used in the

‘as furnished’ condition. Mechanical testing was per-

formed in a universal electromechanical testing ma-

chine INSTRON 5567 equipped with a temperature

chamber INSTRON 3119.

Results and discussion

The relationship between the transformation stress

and the temperature in NiTi alloys

The pseudoelastic behavior of polycrystalline NiTi

alloys depends strongly on the microstructure of the

material. For example, for sufficiently low strain rate,

a nearly horizontal plateau is observed for the first cy-

cle of transformation and retransformation stresses in

NiTi wires subjected to the so called ‘straight anneal-

ing’. The shape of the force-elongation curves evolve

strongly with cycling until a somewhat asymptotic

value is obtained (Fig. 4a).

The following characteristics are to be empha-

sized from Fig. 4. The transformation stresses drop cy-

cle after cycle, the decrease being rather more impor-

tant during the first cycles, until an asymptotic hyster-

esis cycle is reached at about a hundred of cycles for a

constant cycle rate. Together with the evolution of the

transformation stresses a residual deformation is grad-

ually built up in the specimen (SMA creep), also at-

taining an asymptotic value concomitantly with the

transformation stress decrease. Conversely, the level of

the reverse transformation stresses change very little,

as a consequence the hysteresis width is drastically re-

duced on cycling. When increasing the temperature to

323.5 K, as in Fig. 4b, higher forces are needed to in-

duce the transformation and the cycles evolve faster on

cycling towards a rather more pronounced degradation

than in Fig. 4a.

Because of the very strong mechanical evolu-

tion, it is difficult to define a thermodynamic CCC co-

efficient to describe the transformation stress–tem-

perature relationship when the SMA is at work. In-

stead, a more complex and complete description in-

volving the plastic deformation and the evolution on

cycling would be needed.

The most straight forward way to obtain the �CC

is by measuring the critical transformation stress of a

fresh specimen for each temperature, or alternatively

by taking advantage of the localised character of the

stress induced transformation exhibited by the NiTi
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Strain/%

Strain/%

Fig. 4 Stress-strain cycles for a NiTi wire of 2.46 mm diameter.

a – Temperature 308 K, specimen length between

grips=93 mm, cross head speed=0.1 mm min
–1
. The

transformation forces drop on cycling and, in addition, a

residual deformation remains after unloading. The

retransformation stresses remain almost unchanged.

b – Temperature 325 K, cross head speed=0.1 mm min
–1
.

The cycles evolve stronger than at lower temperature



pseudoelastic material [16]. In that way, a first partial

transformation is induced at 303 K and the tempera-

ture is then increased in steps of 3 K to a maximum of

333 K, at each temperature a larger strain is applied.

Therefore, at each intermediate temperature level a

fresh portion of the material is then transformed for

the first time. The deformation rate has to be slow

enough in order to reduce the self-heating as much as

possible. The method proposed here is advantageous

because it allows performing the temperature depend-

ence evaluation at constant material microstructure

(the initial one) and it is economical because only one

specimen is necessary for the procedure. Figure 5a

shows the increasing plateau levels obtained for the

successive increasing temperatures while in Fig. 5b

the temperature dependence of the partial plateaus for

the forward transformation is represented. Arrows

were included in Fig. 5a to help identify the plateau

level for 303, 318 and 333 K.

Since the Clausius-Clapeyron equation was de-

veloped on the frame of equilibrium thermodynamic,

one of the main difficulties in Fig. 5a is to find the

equilibrium transformation line in the stress-strain

curves. As a first approximation, it will be assumed

that the equilibrium transformation stresses (�0) differ

from the experimental transformation stress (�) by a

constant value (��=�–�0). �� is mainly related to the

nucleation and other irreversible processes contribut-

ing to the hysteresis. If the experimental hysteresis is

nearly constants, it can be expected that �� would

also be constant. Since �CC depends on the derivative

of �, it will be independent on ��.

The transformation stresses of portion of the first

time transformed material, at different temperatures,

are plotted in Fig. 5b. After a linear regression analy-

sis of the data represented in Fig. 5b, a value of

6.6�0.2 MPa K
–1
is obtained for the �–T dependence.

The total deformation associated to the transforma-

tion is estimated to be 	tr=6.6�0.3%.

It is worth to mention here that the often em-

ployed method consisting in completely transforming

a single specimen at successive increasing or decreas-

ing temperatures would not provide in general a cor-

rect value for temperature dependence. For example,

if such criteria is applied in Fig. 5a, to obtain the �–T

relation the form the successive cycles at increasing

temperature, in the same area of the specimen, values

ranging from 2 to 4 MPa may be obtained. The de-

creased value of the CCC is due to the interaction

with the decrease of stress to transform in given con-

ditions with the cycling.

On the other hand, when a similar experiment as

in Fig. 5a is performed, but the �–	 curve is recorded

at temperatures higher than the cycling temperature

(i.e., the temperature at which the cycling to obtain

the asymptotic behavior was performed), the �–T

slope gives higher values (higher than 8 MPa K
–1
)

than those obtained from Figs 4 and 5. Increasing the

temperature means increasing the transformation

stresses to values higher than the threshold attained

during cycling. The higher stresses produce further

evolution of the cycles (some hardening), making dif-

ficult to assess a right value to the �CC.

As mentioned above, when the material is sub-

jected to cycling it evolves towards an asymptotic be-

havior. The evolution means that the microstructure

of the material is changing and no �–T slope at con-

stant microstructure (or specimen state), i.e., in the

frame of the Clausius–Clapeyron equation, can be as-

sessed. Nevertheless, the �CC coefficient could still be

meaningful when a steady state behavior on cycling is

achieved. This was done by using the specimen of

Fig. 4b, after the asymptotic steady state was attainted

at about 130 cycles. Two other cycles were performed

at different lower temperatures. Since the force elon-

gation curves show a sigmoidal shape, the stresses at

the inflexion points were chosen as the representative

value at each temperature (Fig. 6a). Figure 6b gives
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Strain/%

Temperature/K

slope: 6.64 MPa K
–1

Fig. 5 Temperature dependence of the stress induced martensitic

transformation in polycrystalline NiTi wire (diameter

2.46 mm). a – Progressive stress induced transformation

cycles obtained at increasing temperatures in steps of 3 K

(specimen length between grips=93 mm, cross head

speed=0.1 mmmin
–1
, medium: air). b – Temperature

dependence of the plateau stress level corresponding to

the forward transformation



the linear fit to the � vs. T dependence. The measure-

ments performed over several samples are given in

Table 1. An average value of �CC was obtained, which

is in good agreement with the value obtained from

Fig. 5. Figure 5a shows the residual deformation for a

NiTi sample on cycling and the progressive accumu-

lation of remnant deformation increasing the defor-

mation percentage.

Determination of CCC in polycrystalline CuAlBe alloys

The �CC in polycrystalline CuAlBe alloy can be deter-

mined following a similar method as the one outlined

in Fig. 6. Cycling is performed with strains lower than

2.5–3.5% that is, avoiding SMA creep, then the trans-

formation stresses at homologous point in the �–T

curve are obtained at different temperatures (Fig. 7).

A value of �CC=2.2�0.4 MPa K
–1
was obtained.

Conclusions

Polycrystalline materials of NiTi and CuAlBe alloys

show a strong evolution on cycling in the

pseudoelastic range. A deep decrease of the transfor-

mation stresses takes place on cycling. The decrease

is more important during the first cycles, until an as-

ymptotic value is reached at about a hundred of cy-

cles. Together with the evolution of the transforma-

tion stresses a residual deformation is gradually built

up in the specimens, also attaining an asymptotic

value concomitantly with the transformation stress

decrease. For a given number of cycles the degrada-

tion increases with the temperature, because higher

stresses are needed to induce the transformation.

The experimental evaluation of the CCC may be

affected by any evolutive or cycling effects. Sugges-

tions for evaluation of the experimental value of the

CCC in NiTi and CuAlBe are proposed. The analysis

for NiTi wire gives a CCC of �CC=6.3�0.3 MPa K
–1
,

with an uncertainty close to 5%. On the other hand
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Table 1 Values of the �CC coefficient and the entropy change �s
P�M

for different specimens of NiTi, and different measuring

methods (see the text)

Method Specimen CCC, �CC/MPa K
–1

�s
P�M

·10
5
/J m

–3
K

–1

Steps of partial transformation
1

2

6.6�0.1

6.2�0.1

4.3�0.2

4.1�0.2

Inflexion points

1

2

3

5.9�0.4

6.5�0.2

6.5�0.3

3.9�0.3

4.3�0.3

4.3�0.3

Average 6.3�0.3 4.2�0.3

NiTi sample 2, =2.46 mm

from d f/dx =0

CCC=5.9+(–0.4) MPa K

2 2

–1

T=308.3 K

Fig. 6 CCC of a NiTi cycled specimen. a – The cycle num-

ber 131 showing a sigmoidal shape. b – The critical

stress–T curve, on the base of the critical stresses deter-

mined using the inflexion point from cycle as Fig. 6a

CCC=2.14+(–0.16) MPa K
–1

=3.4 mm

Fig. 7 Determination of the CCC in CuAlBe polycrystals.

Transformation stress-temperature for homologous

points in the stress-strain curves registered at different

temperatures



CuAlBe wire provides a value of �CC=

2.2�0.4 MPa K
–1
for tensile stress.

The entropy change of the transformation can be

obtained from the Clausius–Clapeyron equation given

in Eq. (8). For the NiTi alloy, using the average value

of the �CC in Table 1 and the value of 	tr given above

(	tr=6.6�0.3%), the values for �s
P�M

were calculated,

and they are given in Table 1. The average value reads

�s
P�M

=4.2�0.3·10
5
J m

–3
K

–1
(11)

On the other hand, Liu and MacCormick [17]

have obtained the enthalpy change of the martensitic

transformation in a Ti–50.2 at% Ni subjected to high

annealing temperatures, to obtain a parent to

martensite transformation avoiding the complications

of R-phase transformation. The obtained average val-

ues are listed in Table 2. More recently Lahoz and

Puértolas [18] have performed calorimetric measure-

ment of a Ti–50 at% Ni, some of their results related to

the transformation enthalpy are also given in Table 2.

From the data of Table 2, the entropy change of

the transformation can be calculated as:

�

�

s
h

T

P M

P M

�

�

�

0

(12)

where T0 is the equilibrium temperature between the

parent and the martensitic phases. The T0 temperature

may lie somewhere in between the T
P�M

and T
M�P

temperatures (the parent to martensite transformation

temperature and the reverse, respectively). It is gener-

ally assumed that T0=(T
P�M

+T
M�P

)/2, we shall follow

this convention but keeping in mind that an uncer-

tainty of half the hysteresis width can be expected.

The results of the entropy change obtained with ex-

pression (12) are also given in Table 2. The density of

the alloy �=6.49·10
3
kg m

–3
was used to obtained the

values of the last column on the right in Table 2.

It can be observed that the value of the entropy

change obtained from the Clausius–Clapeyron equa-

tion and given in Table 1 (or expression (8)) is in

good agreement, within the experimental uncertainty,

with the result obtained from the calorimetric data

and given in Table 2.

It can be concluded that in spite of the large

amount of irreversible process taking place in

polycrystalline specimens, the Clausius–Clapeyron

equation can still be applied if some cares are taken.

The measurements of the transformation stresses at

different temperatures must be performed in the mate-

rial at the same state, i.e., same microstructure and de-

fects density or in equivalent words using the same

deformation percent, after reduction of the tempera-

ture dilatation effects only for materials without accu-

mulated permanent deformation (or SMA creep) [7].

The difficulties remarked here have to be taken

into account in any realistic simulation of SMA work-

ing conditions, which is needed to correctly design

devices as, for instance, dampers in engineering. Be-

sides initial state of the SMA, all the facts producing

changes on the working point of the devices have to

be considered: time spent before the activity, and tem-

perature at which the sample is kept; applied stresses

for long time; number of cycles, strain rate and

self-heating; time and state in phase coexistence [19].

Finally, it should be remarked that the CCC of

NiTi is about 3 times greater that the CCC of CuAlBe

alloys. This means that the transformation stresses in

NiTi alloys will change by a factor of 3 compared

with the changes in CuAlBe alloys, for the same tem-

perature change �T.
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